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ABSTRACT
Traditionally the noise measurement and monitoring are
based on the averaged A-weighting sound pressure level.
However it is not adequate to use this feature only to
evaluate sound induced annoyance as human noise tolerance
is subjective to sound type and its characteristics. In this
paper, we propose an efficient noise annoyance measurement
methodology for online/onsite evaluation. We use a set of
sound features and analyze their influence to the annoyance
using forward iterative method. We develop an algorithm
for feature significance evaluation with correlation indicator
as benchmark tool. The analysis results show that the 90
percentile instantaneous loudness and the minimum value of
the 3rd component of tonality are the two most significant
features for annoyance measurement. The new two dimen-
sional feature matrix effectively reduce the computational
complexity for urban noise annoyance level evaluation. The
effectiveness of proposed annoyance matrix is verified using
regression methods.

Index Terms— Audio feature; Regression; Sound quality;
Psychoacoustic annoyance model

I. INTRODUCTION

Water, air, noise, waste and land pollution are nowadays
major environmental pollution issues. Noise degrades the
quality of our living environment and damages human-
beings health [1]. Research has shown that strong noise
can permanently damage listening capability and vision.
Noise also causes multiple diseases such as hypertension,
heart disease, stomach ulcers [2]. With the progress of
industrialization and urbanization, man-made noise sources
increasingly dominate natural noise sources. As one of
the major pollution source, noise monitoring, control and
reduction draw more and more attention.

Noise measurement normally uses A-weighted decibels
(dBA) sound pressure level (SPL) which represents the
human-beings subjective loudness [3], [4]. However, you
may not feel unpleasant when listen to music with high
SPL but feel annoying when hearing the fingernail scratching
glass sound with low SPL. It shows noise annoyance strength
is not only affected by the loudness, but also affected by
other factors. It is insufficient to use averaged A-weighted
SPL as noise annoyance evaluation criteria and systemati-

cally study the urban noise annoyance measurement needs
to be carried out.

As a popular research topic, a number of studies have
been conducted for noise annoyance measurement [5]–[7].
Among them, the sound quality control is the most related
topic, which is widely used in the manufacturers as an
important quality indicator for machines and equipments.
For instance, the sound quality of many consumer products
such as computer sound device, CD driver, car power noise
are evaluated [8], [9]. Previously most of such studies were
conducted through subjective assessment which is incon-
venient and time-consuming. Due to the limitation of the
subjective measurement methodology, alternative objective
measurement models such as psychoacoustics annoyance
(PA) models [10], [11] are developed based on the subjective
assessment. Studies also extend to noise measurement and
control applications such as train track noise annoyance
measurement [12]–[14]. However, such studies are con-
centrated on dedicated machine sound and noise that the
sound patterns are similar. In urban environment, noise is
composed by varieties of noise sources such as road traffic,
construction site, community activity noise. The applicability
of applying those sound quality method and model to the
urban noise annoyance measurement is yet to be evaluated.
Further more, the PA models requires multiple psychoacous-
tics features extracted with possible redundancy which is
often computationally expensive which is unsuitable for the
online/onsite evaluation. These motivate us to design and
develop an efficient feature matrix for urban noise annoyance
measurement with objective of defining and identifying the
most significant features with high computational efficiency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We brief the
experiment of accurate annoyance scoring method which is
used to develop urban noise annoyance model in Section II.
We then introduce the noise feature matrix formulation in
Section III. In Section IV we propose a novel feature matrix
dimension reduction algorithm for efficient noise annoyance
matrix generation. We conclude the paper in Section V.

II. ACCURATE ANNOYANCE SCORING
EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The accurate annoyance scoring experiment [15] consists
of five major functional blocks that are sketched in Fig. 1.



Fig. 1. Functional blocks of urban noise annoyance mea-
surement

II-A. Urban noise database development

128 urban noise clips with more than 3 minutes time
duration are recorded. The data collections are spatial and
temporally conducted in Singapore to ensure the samples are
representative of typical Singapore urban noise characteris-
tics. High diversity of noise type is covered such as highway
noise, construction site noise and community noise etc. The
data set is sampled at 44.1 kHz with 16 bit resolutions.

II-B. Noise stimuli samples extraction

The urban noise clips are segmented into sections with 10
seconds duration. Feature analysis is conducted to ensure the
most representative stimuli samples [15]–[17] are extracted.
The 90 noise stimulus are selected for subjective assessment.

II-C. Large-scale subjective listening test

A total of 96 subjects are involved in the listening test.
The subjects are randomly selected with wide range of age,
gender and social-economic background. The subjects are
batched randomly into three groups with 30 noise stimulus
per group. Two testing methodologies are adopted for the
test, namely conventional and novel test methods.

A novel subjective listening test method [15]–[17] is
adopted for our test to achieve high accurate annoyance
score. in the test, a reference signal is used for scoring an-
noyance of noise samples. The subjects adjust the reference
signal volume to the level that subjects feel the reference
signal is as annoying as the noise sample. The volume level
of reference signal is record as the noise sample’s annoying
score.

Table I. Comparison of Outlier subject number for conven-
tional and novel subjective listening test methods

Group1 Group2 Group3
Proposed method 6 7 5

Conventional method 15 14 16

The experiment results show that with 95 percent con-
fidential interval, the proposed method has fewer outlier
subjects whose scores are beyond the boundary range [15].
The detailed discussion is presented at papers [15]–[17].
Table I compares the outlier numbers for the conventional
and novel listening test methods. We conclude the novel

method is more accurate and the annoyance scores obtained
from the novel method are adopted for the efficient feature
matric development.

II-D. Efficient noise annoyance modelling

Traditional urban noise monitoring systems only report
sound pressure level which is not sufficient to describe the
human perceptual noise annoyance. Other temporal, spectral
or joint psychoacoustic features have to be included to
generate the high fidelity feature sets for annoyance index
generation. An optimized feature sets are vital for accurately
and timely report the annoyance index. Detailed method-
ology of feature evaluation and optimization procedure is
reported in Sec.III.

II-E. Online/onsite noise annoyance measurement an-
noyance model application

The A*STAR data analytics exchange platform (A*DAX)
which is developed for Singapore urban application [18]
works with efficient modelling algorithm for urban noise
annoyance measurement.

III. ANNOYANCE FEATURE MATRIX
DEVELOPMENT

Audio feature analysis is widely used in the music re-
trieval, speech recognition, speaker identification, and sound
quality control [19], [20]. Varieties of feature sets are ex-
plored and extracted to meet different application require-
ments.

The dominate audio feature domains include temporal,
spectral and psychoacoustic domain. Example of the tem-
poral domain feature is the root mean square (RMS) which
describes the power of the continuous audio signal. Spectral
centroid which indicates the center of mass of the signal
spectrum is also frequently used to describe the spectral
domain feature of the audio signal. Psychoacoustic features
describe the audio signal from perception perspective can
effectively describe the sound with limited dimension of
feature matrix. For instance, the roughness [19] of sound is
a complex effect which quantified the subjective perception
of rapid 15-300 Hz amplitude modulation of an audio signal.
The audio psychoacoustic features are normally obtained by
conducting subjective listening test [13].

We start our model development effort by envisaging and
expanding existing psychoacoustic annoyance (PA) model
[13]. Considering the non-stationary nature of urban noise,
we append the non-stationary loudness, sharpness and fluc-
tuation to the Fast’s model [10]. To ensure the robustness of
the features, we also include certain temporal and spectral
domain features as shown in table II into our annoyance
feature matrix.

We process the data sets to extract our feature matrix. The
features are calculated for each frame with 0.025 second
frame length and 50% overlap. Hamming window is applied
for spectral domain feature analysis. Python language is used



Table II. Audio Features
Types feature component no.

time domain root mean square 1
zero crossing rate 1

frequency domain MFCC 13
spectrum centroid 1

spectrogram 1
perceptive stationary loudness 1

non-stationary loudness 1
sharpness 1
roughness 1
brightness 1
fluctuation 1

tonality 6

Fig. 2. Correlationship between RMS percentile components
and annoyance score

and librosa [19] module is utilized for feature extraction.
For most of perceptive features extraction we implement the
python code refer to Matlab and C toolboxes [20], [21]. By
processing the data sets, we reckon the relevance between
RMS percentile and the annoyance score shown in Fig. 2
may form an useful feature sets which help to augment the
robustness of the feature matrix. We thus add percentile
components shown in Table III to our annoyance feature
matrix. The percentile subspace includes standard deviation
(std), minimum value (min), maximum value (max), median
value (median), 25% value, 50% value, 75% value and 90%
value. It expands the dimension of original annoyance matrix
to 192.

Table III. Percentile subspace components
std min median max 25% 50% 75% 90%

IV. ANNOYANCE FEATURE OPTIMIZATION

Apparently, the current dimension of our annoyance ma-
trix is not practical for practical implementation. Therefore

Fig. 3. Correlation of annoyance feature matrix with 192
dimensions and the annoyance score

we proposed an efficient feature matrix dimension reduction
algorithm with objective of identifying the most relevant
features and filtering out the least relevant features. The
algorithm is supervised by the annoyance score obtained
through subjective assessment.

The functional flow of the algorithm is sketched as:

1) Remove the annoyance irrelevant features whose cor-
relation coefficient with annoyance score are below
certain threshold.

2) Find the most significant annoyance features sequen-
tially using the forward iterative method [22].

3) Apply feature matrix obtained to three regression
models to verify the result. Back to step 2 if the result
is not satisfactory.

Fig. 3 illustrates the correlation of our annoyance feature
matrix and the annoyance score. It shows that 50 feature
dimension within the 192 dimension of feature sets present
correlation coefficient below 0.2. Those 50 features then can
be subsequently filtered out from the matrix. For algorithm
step 2, given a set of data (X,y) where y is the annoyance
score vector with M variables, and X is the annoyance
feature matrix with M variables by N dimensions, where
X = [x1,x2, ...xN ] and Rxiy is the correlation coefficient
between xi and y. S is the selected feature matrix with M
by K dimension where S = [s1, s2, ...sK ] and Rxisk is the
correlation coefficient between xi and sk. Denote correlation
indicator Tc as:

Tck+1(i) = |Rxiy|, k = 0, i = 1, . . . , N, (1)

and

Tck+1(i) = |Rxiy|
∏

(1− |Rxisk+1
|), (2)

where k > 0 and i = 1, . . . , N − k



The objective of the algorithm is to search and identify
feature element sk that has strong dependence with y but
independent with previously extracted feature elements of
[s1, s2, · · · , sk].We start the algorithm by initializing the
matrix as null matrix. For every feature xi, we use Eqn.
1 and 2 to calculate Tck+1(i). A forward iterative algorithm
is applied to find the maximum of the Tck+1(i) with respect
to X. The sorted xi is assigned as the kth dimension of the
feature matrix S. The process is repeated until the correlation
indicator Tck+1(i) is below the predefined threshold or
a dedicated maximum feature matrix dimension has been
reached.

Fig. 4 illustrates the efficient annoyance matrix selection
processing where ordinate is the correlation indicator Tc,
and abscissa is the feature sequence number. It is noted,
when k = 0, Tck+1 actually is the correlation coefficient
between xi and annoyance score. The most significant
annoyance feature is instantaneous loudness 90% component
with Tc1 = 0.956. We thus select it as s1. When k = 1, the
maximum Tc2 = 0.251 is the minimum value of tonality3th
component which is subsequently assigned to S matrix. It is
noticed that 75 percentile of RMS has stronger dependence
with y where correlation coefficient is 0.83. However, small
Tc2 = 0.09 means that it is strongly dependent on s1.
Therefore the RMS is not be selected as s2. This process
is carried out for the rest of the features. We thus obtain the
optimized annoyance feature matrix shown in Table IV.

Table IV. Selected annoyance feature
Sequence Feature

s1 loudness 90%
s2 tonality(3) min
s3 MFCC(8) min
s4 MFCC(11) 90%

The verification is conducted using three regression meth-
ods, they are linear regression (REGR), linear ridge regres-
sion (RIDGE) and lasso linear model with iterative fitting
along a regularization path (LASSOCV) [18], [23]. Among
the 90 stimuli samples, 70 samples are used as training
sets and 20 are used as testing sets. It is clarified that the
annoyance feature optimization processing is also based on
the 70 train set. The verification results are shown in Table V.
We compare the mean square error (MSE) for our optimized
annoyance feature matrix with different feature dimension K
selection. The results show that the optimized feature matrix
with K = 2 can predict annoyance score with MSE = 0.16.
Further increase of feature dimension does not improve the
predictive accuracy.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an efficient noise feature
matrix for urban annoyance measurement. The proposed
methodology efficiently reduce the dimension of the an-
noyance feature matrix which can significantly facilitate the

Fig. 4. Processing for annoyance feature selection based on
correlation indicate Tck+1 for k = 0, 1, 2, 3

Table V. Regression MSE comparison for selected annoy-
ance features matrix with different dimension

dimension regr ridge lassocv

1 0.18 0.17 0.17
2 0.17 0.16 0.16
3 0.18 0.17 0.17
4 0.18 0.18 0.18

online/on-site noise measurement and evaluation computa-
tional efficiency. We define a correlation indicator as feature
evaluation benchmark tool and an algorithm to evaluate the
significant and independence of dedicated feature element.
The analysis shows the 90% instantaneous loudness is
the most significants annoyance feature. Other significant
annoyance features include tonality and MFCC. It shows
proposed feature matrix can effectively predict the urban
noise annoyance level. The result is further verified using
multiple regression methods.
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